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Operational value engineering (OVE) is a systemic approach
to continuous improvement, using the theory of constraints
and statistical process-control techniques, which have been
adapted to be suitable for mining processes. The focus shifts
from reactive- to pro-active management of process variables.
Assessments were conducted on 22 different metallurgical
operations across different process types and commodities,
specifically measuring the variation and capability (Cpk), of
critical controls in defined process units, of meeting optimal
specifications. We found that in almost all cases, individual
measurements of capabilities were well below that required for
delivering maximum potential of the process unit.
OVE was designed to harness additional potential value
from mining operations, which is described as the actual
performance of the process units against the potential
capability as defined by the OVE model.

Introduction
Mining processes consist of numerous process units, each
of which have a specific purpose in the mining value chain.
In turn, each process unit also has several variables that
contribute to the overall outcome achieved in that process
unit, and consequently the downstream process units as
well. Variables, by definition, are dynamic with a range of
variabilities. The amount of variability can be as a result of
independent as well as dependent variation.

Although it might appear that individual variability of variables is minimal,
however each time a variable drift outside of optimal specifications, it
results in sub-optimal performance of that process unit. Due to the number
of variables associated with mining processes, it is highly probable that the
effectiveness, and eﬃciency of the overall mining operation is constantly
affected by one or more sub-optimal variables, as simultaneous optimality
of all variables is rarer.
We conducted assessments on 22 different metallurgical operations across
different process types and commodities, specifically measuring the Cpk of
critical controls in defined process units, in meeting optimal specifications.
We found that in almost all cases Cpks were well below that required for
delivering maximum potential of the process unit. In basic terms, individual
measures were delivering optimal results less than 70% of the time, and
collectively for a defined process unit it was as low as 50% of the time,
based on the use of operational value engineering (OVE) techniques.
OVE is a systemic approach to maximise the value generated from mining
operations striving to ensure that that all variables in all process units
achieve optimal specifications all the time.
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Operational Value Engineering
Various process and improvement systems exist, however
during the assessment of the 22 metallurgical operations,
we found that most fail to address the fundamentals of the
process, at the core of which are the people who operate
and maintain the mining processes.

OVE is a holistic system that incorporates people at the core of the system,
which not only makes the system successful during implementation but
ensures that continuous improvement is sustained through the operation
life cycle.
OVE uses the theory of constraints (TOC) and combines numerous
techniques such as Process Value Streams, Six-Sigma, Lean Six-Sigma,
DMAIC, and statistical process control, all of which were specifically
adapted to be simplified and practical in mining processes.
Mining processes are complex systems, generally consisting of multiple
process units linked together, each consisting of multiple variables
contributing to the outcomes of the process unit, and ultimately to the
overall outcomes of the systems. OVE reduces the complexity of a system
by defining the system in process units, each with a distinct purpose in the
overall complex systems.
The underlying theory of the operating principles is defined, and becomes
the basis for all process interventions.

Operational
Value Engineering
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OVE Process Definition
OVE process definition is a six-step process; each step
has been specifically designed for integration into mining
business operating models to ensure effective and eﬃcient
horizontal and vertical integration. Each step has been
custom designed for application in mining operations, which
forms the core of the OVE system.
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6
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Figure 1. OVE system implementation
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OVE Process
STEP 1
Process Value Stream
Definition

The purpose of defining a process value stream is to break down the overall
mining process into smaller process units, each with a specific purpose
in the overall value stream, contributing to the overall purpose of the
business. A process unit is a group of activities or equipment that functions
collectively as a single unit with the objective of achieving the purpose of
the process unit.
In addition to the purpose of each process unit, each process unit also has a
unique theory (underlying principles) that needs to be executed in order for
the process unit to achieve the optimal outcomes in line with the purpose of
that unit.

STEP 2
Process Unit Definition

Process unit definition involves defining how the outcome (purpose) of the
unit should be measured for each of the applicable purpose measurement
dimensions. These are the minimum measures required to ensure that the
process unit is capable of achieving its purpose.
The critical part of the process unit definition is to define the theory or
underlying principles of how the process unit works, leading measures and
outcomes, lagging measures.

OVE Process
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STEP 3
Process Unit Measures
Definition

In order to measure variability (changes in the process), data for the
measures defined in the previous step, data need to be collected in a
manner that captures true process variability, which are significant to the
process performance.
Two components of measure definition are the sample frequency of the
data and resolution (e.g. quantisation).

STEP 4
Data Visualisation

Data visualisation is integrated into the operating model by using mainly
individual control charts, moving-range control charts, and capability
histograms. Control charts are used to determine the stability of the
process and to indicate when any changes in the process occur.
Moving-range control charts indicate any changes in the behaviour of
the process (amount of variability), while capability histograms provide
a calculated and quantified representation of the process capability in
achieving the optimal specifications.
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STEP 5
Roles and
Responsibilities

Roles and responsibilities for each measure are segregated vertically and
horizontally in the organisation, and get assigned to the lowest positions in
the organisation that can manage and control the measure.
Typically, operators are assigned theory measures, visualised as control
charts, while process unit capability is assigned to cross-process unit
supervisors as they have inter-unit influence.

STEP 6
Training and
Implementation

In order to sustainably integrate the OVE principles into the operating model,
the definitions as set out in steps 1 to 5 are incorporated into the standard
operating procedures (SOP) of each unit.
From these definitions, control and response charts are developed, which
become the basis for root cause analysis for each significant change that
occurs in the process.

OVE Process
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OVE Continuous Improvement
OVE is a continuous improvement process, using
adapted principles from TOC to drive continuous
improvement.
The key fundamental difference between standard TOC application and OVE
is that OVE also includes constraints resulting from variation in process
units. TOC is a management paradigm that views any manageable system
as being limited in achieving more of its goals by a very small number of
constraints, and uses a focussing process to identify and eliminate the
constraints. While this is very successful in manufacturing operations,
complexity in mining results in higher levels of variability. Variability causes
constraints in mining processes, however depending on the type and source
of variability, constraints in the process are shifted to different process units.
The key to maximising asset value returns is to understand and pro-actively
manage changes in process variability. Every time a change in any variable
in the process occurs that is significant to the process, the change impacts
the effectiveness and/or eﬃciency of that process unit as well as linked
downstream processes. OVE is a unique system that defines and quantifies
the various types of variability in mining processes, which directly impact on
the effectiveness, and eﬃciency of each process unit, and tracks these to
their sources. This allows for accurate, single, calculated interventions into
the process ensuring that any change in the process is proactively identified
and rectified in the shortest possible time.
OVE is designed to manage both short- and long-term variability in the inputs
and defined measures for each process unit, linking these directly to the
outcomes of the specified unit.

OVE Continuous
Improvement
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Short-term Variability
Short interval variability is defined as a variability that is significant to a
process, at a rate of change of the process. These are normally measured
in real time, and controlled by the process control system and/or process
operator. Figure 2 is a typical example illustrating a short-term control
philosophy for a sag mill, which is defined in-line with the theory of the
process unit.

Figure 2. Process unit definition

Long-term Variability
Long-term variability is defined as variability that is significant to the
process, measured in the order of days, weeks or even months. This is
typically associated with ore body variability, equipment eﬃciency changes
and weather conditions.

OVE Continuous
Improvement
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Results and discussion
The results presented below are actual
operational results achieved during, and after the
implementation of OVE for a gold mining operation
in the time frame of April 2019 to April 2021.
In the results below, represented by control charts, the data is represented
relative to the red lines which represent the upper control limit, lower control
limit, and the middle line which is the mean. The blue portion on the chart
is data that presents a randomised histogram distribution of data, while the
red portion represent changes in the variability of data, which is used as an
indication of changes in the variability of the process as an indication of the
instability in the process.

Short Interval Variation Management
Sag mill mass (a proxy for the theory measure mill-fill volume) is one of
seven defined theory measures for the sag mill process unit. Figure 3
illustrates the sag mill mass control performance prior to the implementation
of OVE as the initial section of the chart, and from 7 May 2019 the first stage
of stabilisation after OVE was initiated.

Figure 3. Mill mass before OVE implementation
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Figure 4 illustrates the process unit capability of achieving optimal mass
(mill-fill volume) and at the time the process Cpk was only 0.139 with an
indicative 44.8% of data lying outside of the optimal specifications. In OVE, a
process unit measure is defined as capable if a Cpk of at least 1.333 or better
is obtained.

Figure 4. Mill mass capability histogram

OVE continuous improvement uses the measure, analyse, improve and
control parts of the DMAIC process. Control charts aid the measurement
process, and identification of process changes, which form the basis of the
improvement initiative. All improvement initiatives are data-driven and any
improvement opportunity is validated in a manner that is consistent with the
theory of the process prior to implementation.
Figures 5 and 6 show the improvement achieved during the first six months
of implementation, which resulted in an increase of the Cpk from 0.139 to
0.371, while reducing the proportion of data points outside the specification
from 44.4% to 17.1%.

Figure 5. Stabilisation during OVE continuous improvement
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Figure 6. Sag mill process unit mill mass capability during OVE continuous improvement

Figures 7 and 8 illustrate sustained continuous improvement with a further
improvement of the mill mass control capability to 1.451, while reducing the
out-of-specification data proportion to zero.

Figure 7. Sag mill process unit mass control two years after OVE implementation

Results

Figure 8. Sag mill process unit mass capability two years after OVE implementation
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Long-Term Variability Management
OVE addresses long-term variability in the same way as short-term variability,
however long term variability can only be effectively managed if short term
variability is minimised within acceptable limits.In the next example, the
paper will illustrate the application of sag mill liner life and performance
optimisation.

Figure 9. Sag mill liner power eﬃciency

Figure 9 illustrates the power eﬃciency continuous improvement achieved
using OVE. OVE is achieving higher than 99% conformance of all theory
measures for the sag mill process unit resulting in an 18% reduction in the
overall sag mill energy eﬃciency.
The processing rate improvement result from OVE short- and long-term
continuous improvement is a sustained milling rate of 318 tonnes per hour
against a plant design of 250 tonnes per hour, an improvement of 27%
without the upgrade of any major equipment in the process unit.

Results

Figure 10. Sag mill milling rate
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The nett result from OVE, illustrated in Figure 11, is an overall output of 132%
against the plant design capacity without any upgrade to the major original
plant equipment.

Figure 11. Plant capacity utilisation
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Conclusion
OVE is a sustainable continuous improvement
model with practical applications in mining
operations, ensuring that operations deliver
maximum potential value.
OVE is integrated into SOPs, creating a common understanding of the theory
of the process as well as a consistent root cause analyses process.
OVE continually eliminates constraints, in the process resulting in more
consistent outcomes, while increasing the overall process eﬃciency.
Consequential benefits from the consistent operational performance
are reduced wear and tear on equipment, which extends equipment life
cycles, and increases equipment reliability, which in turn improves planned
maintenance strategies and execution.
OVE is an outcome-driven continuous improvement process using data
analytics. Achieving a higher percentage of conformance of critical measures
results in marked improvement of overall process outcomes.
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